ON SALE NOW 232 -

OTHER AUSTRALIA

GOODBYE SUMMER!

8. 1914 6d ENGRAVED KOOKA SG 19, Mint unhinged
and superbly fresh original gum, great colour…$ 109.00

This is a goodbye to Summer list - but hello to
some bargains right here right now! Some
brilliant buys in the collections too!

9. 1928 KOOKA MINIATURE SHEET SG 106a,mint lightly hinged minor bend mentioned only for accuracy as it
is almost impossible to see, a nice item to add to your
collection for just……..……………………….……..$109.00

KANGAROOS
1. 2/- BROWN SECOND WMK. SG 29,
A superb mint very lightly hinged perfectly centred stamp for……..$699.00

2. 5/- GREY AND YELLOW FIRST
WMK. SG 13, mint heavy hinged as
sh own, ver y fres h gum for
just……………………………….$299.00
3. 10/- GREY AND PINK FIRST WMK.
SG 14, nice used well centred stamp,
cheap at……………………….....$499.00

4. 10/- GREY AND PINK SMALL MULTI
WMK. SG 112, mint very very lightly
hinged, superbly fresh original gum
and well priced at ……………..$ 349.00
5. 10/- GREY AND PINK COFA
WMK. SG 136, Superbly fresh mint
lightly hinged fresh original gum
with part John Ash imprint, a very
pretty item for just……..…$ 549.00

6. £1 BROWN AND BLUE FIRST WMK.
SG 15, An attractive fine use stamp
without any faults for………...$1,499.00

7. £1 BLACK AND ROSE COF A WMK.
SG 138, fine used, a pretty stamp for
just………………………………..$ 425.00

10. 1928 KOOKA MINIATURE SHEET SG 106a, fine
used with red exhibition cancel as shown, a pretty item
to add to your collection for………………………..$275.00
11. 1932 5/- BRIDGE SG 143,
this stamp is mint unhinged
however the gum is a little
aged but nicely priced for
unhinged at………….$799.00
12. 1937 THICK PAPER
ROBES SG 176-178 In mint
unhinged superbly fresh and
the £1 is very well centred
for this issue the set
just…………………...$ 129.00

13. 1949 ARMS SET SG 224 ad,Mint unhinged complete set less
than others charge for the £2,
just…...............................$ 149.00

14. 1964-5 NAVIGATORS SET SG 355-60, Complete set
of 6 Mint unhinged and cheap for…………………$ 109.00
15. B.C.O.F Set mint very very lightly hinged complete
SG 1-7, the 5/- is thick paper (7) for………………..$ 99.00

AUSTRALIAN COLLECTIONS

16. AUSTRALIA Housed in pale brown Seven Seas
hingeless album which could be updated with the odd
tone spot just on the pages however the stamps included are 95% perfect in either mint lightly hinged or unhinged condition. Some of the included items are—
Fine mint hinged Kangaroos including First Watermark
5d Chestnut, 6d Ultramarine, 1/- Green, 2/- Brown off
centre but a nice stamp, Second Watermark mint to 1/Green (5) which is not only very lightly hinged but well
centred as well, Third Watermark 6d Ultramarine,9d
Violet, 2/- Brown, average mint 2/- Maroon, Small Multiple wmk. To 5/- (5) all lovely fresh stamps, CofA watermark 5/- lovely stamp, 5d Large OS average mint a bit
toned, 9d Violet Third Wmk fresh mint. KGV—1d Red
die 2 fresh mint lightly hinged, die 3 1d red same condition, 4d Lemon mlh, 1/4 SG66 blue single crown fresh
mint, Small Multiple wmk perf 14 from 2d brown to 1/4
SG 93 greenish blue all fresh mint (5). Small Multi perf
13 1/2 x 12 1/2 1d Green die 2 fresh mlh, 3d Blue die 1
Muh, 4 1/2d Violet Mlh, SG 104 1/4 Greenish blue
mlh.CofA watermark from 3d blue to 1/4 SG 128-131 al
fresh mlh, from 1914 on 6d Engraved Kooka mlh, 1928
Kooka m/s which is thinned but put on the list of r/r $50,
5/- Bridge superb fresh mint lightly hinged, all commems either mint lightly hinged of Muh. All 3d Blue
KGV1 except white wattles per seven seas layout, all
mlh, both £1 Robes mint lightly hinged, Arms complete
to £2 mint lightly hinged, 5/- cattle both papers Muh,
Navigators complete both papers 10/- and £1 values
are Muh and the £2 is Mlh. The list is endless, this
would be an ideal entry into mint Kangaroos and KGV.
for someone who wants to save a huge lot of money by
buying a collection or even a reseller who wants a great
bargain. If you bought just the stamps over $10+ each
on our discounted list according to strict condition
standards, the list price for that condition, this lot
would cost you more than $6,900+ as listed. Now this is
going to rush out the door so please if you need more
information please ask, the whole collection is just
(photo’s reduced in size)……………………...….$3,299.00

17. AUSTRALIA Housed in binder with on hagner binders. A superb mint and mint unhinged collection in excellent condition. I noted a lot of expensive stamps including simplified Kangaroos First wmk. with a superb
5d Brown Mlh W/C, 4d Orange mlh, 2/- Brown Third
wmk Mlh, plus Specimen examples £1 Brown and Blue
Third wmk. Mint hinged and very fresh, COFA Specimen
set MUH, (17 Kangaroos in total) KGV again a lovely lot
including assorted watermarks, all mint mostly lightly
hinged with extra shades etc. (68 stamps) including a
lovely rough paper 1d Red die 2 lightly hinged, 4d lemon mlh, 1/4 single crown mlh, Small multi. Perf 14 to 1/4
mlh, the 1/4 is superb and quite well centred for this
scarce stamp, small multi 13 1/2 x 12 1/2 complete set
mlh including pair 1d green die 1/die 2 pair MUH, a lovely 1/4 SG 104 mlh as well as all the other values including 4 1/2d die 2 cto. CofA also complete to 1/4 all mlh.
From 1914 I noted 6d Engraved Kooka mlh, 1928 Kooka
miniature sheet superb MUH, 1932 Bridge 5/- Mlh a
lovely stamp indeed. From 1934 basically complete in
either MUH or Mlh, the KGV1 3d is missing just the
white wattles but does have two die 2 thick papers. The
Robes are present just the thick paper set MUH and
superb, 1949 Arms complete Mlh, 5/- white paper cattle
if Mlh, 1964 Navigators is the set of 6 MUH. This lovely
lot could be used as a wonderful start to a Mint and Muh
Australian collection, all stamps are lovely and fresh. If
you purchased these quality stamps from my current
discounted price list for just stamps with a retail of $10
and above each, you would spend $5,200++ to purchase these fine stamps however as a lot, save yourself
a huge bundle by buying bulk, resellers lot as well after
you take out what you need for your own collection, no
seconds or space fillers (photo's reduced)…..$2,499.00

19. AUSTRALIA Decimal collection in two Seven Seas
hingeless albums covering the period 1966-2002. The
first section of decimals is actually used, around 1970
Muh starts, again a mixture of mint and fine used. 1971
Christmas is represented as a block of 7 Muh and two
panes of cream paper x 25 (so a half sheet) with side
margins in quite fine condition. From 1986 on (second
volume is it basically all Muh) and includes all the format issues as listed in the Seven Seas albums. 95%
complete for the period 1986-2002. The face value of
the two volumes is over $1,030 and includes gutters,
peel and stick, miniature sheets etc. the second volume
is in good condition. So basically as postage, this lot is
just……………………………………………………….$625.00
20. AUSTRALIA Decimal First Day covers, covering the
period 1991-2013. There are 140+ covers with a face
value on the stamps of more than $380+, does include a
lot of different issues including 2008 World Youth day
limited editions x 2 on dealers lists for $85 each!! Loads
of prestige style cover with badges etc. guide dogs,
Xmas, Aviation, Scouts, birds league etc. some duplication, anyway a nice little lot for someone ……….$149.00

18. AUSTRALIA Used collection housed in dark brown
Seven Seas hingeless album in good condition covering
the period 1914-1971. I noted used Kangaroos to 5/first watermark from fine used to average used, Second
wmk set complete used average to fine used, the 5/- is a
telegraphic cancel (hole) Third wmk to £1 Brown and
and Blue and yes includes a £1 grey nice used example.
The 3d Olive is wmk inverted fine used, 5/- is a nice
clean used example, 10/- has a parcel cancel but is a
very sound stamp, £1 Brown and Blue has a telegraphic
cancel (hole) but is otherwise a lovely looking stamp
which could have a small repair and look even more
attractive, great colour as well. Small Multiple wmk to
5/- fine to average used, CofA watermark used to £1
Grey, the 5/- is cto, the 10/- is a pretty stamp great colour and a very light cancel, off centre but still attractive. £1 Grey is a parcel cancel but a very nice stamp.
Large perf OS used included 4d Orange fine used, 5d
brown average used, 6d Ultramarine, Small OS third
wmk. used includes 2/- brown and 5/- average used and
a stunning cto 10/- with slightly misplaced Roo, KGV.
Fine and average a used complete set just missing 1d
Red die 3, includes overprinted OS also. Perforated
OS includes 12 fine to average used mixed wmks. 1914
on includes average used parcel cancel 6d Engraved
Kooka, 1929-1965 is complete per Seven Seas pages,
used mostly fine used includes CTO 5/- Bridge, full set
of perforated OS commems (6) all cto, Navigators fine
used set includes both papers etc. Decimal group fine
used for the period includes fdc 1971 Xmas block 7.
Now for the interesting part, if you bought these stamps
from my discounted list price based on the condition
presented for stamps only $10 and above included, you
would spend easily $2,700++ a massive saving here for
someone who wants to add to their own collection or
resell what they already have, upgrade your own collection and save for this lot (photo’s have been reduced
to fit this space)…………………………………....$1,299.00

21. AUSTRALIA Decimal album, blue 4 ring binder containing around 40 single sided hagner pages in excellent condition full of mostly Australian quite modern
high values, hundreds of useful stamps, contains multiple copies of up to $20 values, some miniature sheets
$10 Kakadu etc. bargain lot to work on for……..$ 49.00

U.S.A FDC COVER LOT
22. 4 x LARGE AND 4 x SMALL Lighthouse albums in
brand new condition full of optima pages for the large
size, these binders cost $35 Each and they are full of
brand new pages for FDC’s which cover more than $1
each empty, then there is the acid free pages in the
small albums which cost $40 each. So the albums and
pages alone would cost $500++ to buy. (I just found a
spare brand new album still shrink wrapped which we
will include in this lot) so now make that 5 x small albums. There are hundreds of perfect USA FDC’s covering the period 2007-2014 with loads of beautiful thematics, coils, commemoratives full set etc. anyway please
even if you just want the brand new looking albums, sell
the covers on ebay, the lot………………………….$249.00

MYSTERY BOXES
We have lots of new stock just in, try a box today!
23. The large mystery box is ……………………. $139.00
24. The mega mystery box is ………..…………… $229.00
25. The supa-dupa-mega box is…………………...$499.00
If you want a box made up to another value, just ask!
For those who have never purchased a mystery box,
they can contain one-country collections; stamps from
lots of different countries, both old and modern and
mint and used; FDCs and commercial mails; stamps onand off- paper; duplicated stamps so you can check for
varieties; whole albums; stock-books full and empty;
catalogues. The list goes on and on, and no two boxes
are ever the same. They do come with a fun guarantee!

